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Let @?,A?+, jI.II) denote a Banach space 3, ordered by a proper norm-closed 
convex cone 2+, with a Riesz norm 1). (1, and define the canonical half-norm N 
associated with ,9+ by 
N(a) = inf(//a t b/l; b E ~9~ }. 
The analogs of the Hille-Yosida and Feller-Miyadera-Phillips theorems charac- 
terizing the generators H of C,- or C,*-semigroups S = (S,},,” of positive 
operators, i.e., operators such that S,.%‘+ G .S+, are proved. In these theorems 
conditions of norm-dissipativity, e.g., 
IlV+aH)all3llall, a>O, aED 
are replaced by N-dissipativity, i.e., 
N((I t aH) a) > N(a). a > 0, a ED(H). 
0. ~TRODUCTI~N 
We characterize the generators of positive C,- and C,* -semigroups on 
ordered Banach spaces with a Riesz norm. Our results unify the earlier work 
on positive C,-contraction semigroups, by Phillips [I], in the framework of 
Banach lattices, and by Bratteli and Robinson [2], in the C*-algebra setting. 
There is also a unification, through duality, of the theory of positive C,- and 
C,*-semigroups which extends the dual theory for nonpositive semigroups 
[3]. In Theorem 3.1 we give necessary and sufficient conditions for an 
operator H on a Riesz norm space to generate a positive C,-contraction 
semigroup. Previously Arendt et al. noted in 14, Remark 4.21 that if the 
positive cone is normal, then these conditions are sufftcient for H to generate 
a positive, bounded, C,-semigroup. Since the cone of a Riesz norm space is 
automatically normal Theorem 3.1 is partially a variant of this remark. 
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After introducing the basic definitions and notations in Sections 2 we 
establish various structural features of Riesz norm spaces in Section 3. The 
semigroup results are obtained in Section 4. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
An ordered Banach space (.9,9+, 1). 11) consists of a (real) Banach space 
(9,)) .]I) and a cone 9, which is norm-closed and satisfies 
(1) 9+ +9+ES+, 
(2) ~~+ !z2+, n>o, 
(3) 9, n -9, = {O}. 
The cone defines an order relation > on 9 by setting a > b whenever 
a-bE9,. The elements a 2 0 are called positive elements and 9, is 
called the positive cone. 
The norm on 9, is said to be monotonic if 0 < c < b implies (la (I< I/ b\( 
and the cone is said to be normal if there is an a > 1 such that 0 < a < b 
implies 1) a]\ < a 1) bI). Equivalently 9, is (y-)normaZ if there is a y 2 1 such 
that a < b < c implies ((b 11 < y(II a (1 V I( c II). 
Furthermore, 9, is weakly generating if 9 = 9, - 9,) where the 
overbar denotes norm closure, generating if 9 = 9, - 9,) and y- 
generating if each a E 9 has a decomposition a = a+ - a- with a, E 9, 
and y llall > lb+ II + lb- Il. 
If 9, is weakly generating one can introduce a positive cone 9:) the 
dual cone, by 
59: = {J:,fE A?*,f(a) > 0 for all a E L9+ }, 
where (L?*, I/. 11) is the dual of (9, (1. II). Then (9*, ST, I(. 11) is an ordered 
Banach space and normality and the generating property are related by 
duality, e.g., 9: is y-generating if and only if 9, is y-normal. Further 
duality properties are discussed in detail in [6-81. Such properties will be 
used in Sections 2 and 3. 
Given (9,9+ II. II) we introduce the canonical half-norm ((4-51) 
associated with 9+ by 
N(a) = inf(lla + bl(; b E 3,). 
A similar definition is valid in the dual space. Note that a E 9, if and only 
if N(-a) = 0. Alternatively stated 
9, = {a; N(-a) = 0). 
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Further detailed properties of N are derived in 181, e.g., N(a) = ]/a /( for all 
a E 9, if and only if the norm is monotonic on 9. 
Finally 9, and 3: will denote the open unit balls and 2, and 2: will 
denote the norm-closed and weak*-closed unit balls in 3 and 9”. 
Furthermore, int 9, denotes the interior of 9,) i.e., those u E 9, for which 
there is an E > 0 such that 
Note that often int 9, = 0. 
2. RIESZ NORMS 
In this section we recall the notion of a Riesz norm, derive an alternative 
characterization in terms of orthogonal generation, and summarize various 
duality results. Some supplementary results on Riesz normed spaces are 
given in the appendix. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The norm on an ordered Banach space (9,9+ ]]. I]) is 
called a Riesz norm if it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(1) Absolute monotonicity of 2i. If -a < b < a, then ]( b ]( < ]] a /]. 
(2) Absolute domination of 9,. If ))b)] < 1, then there exists an a with 
]]a]] < 1 and -u<b<u. 
If 9 is a Banach lattice, the self-adjoint part of a C*-algebra, or the 
predual of a W*-algebra, the corresponding natural norm is a Riesz norm. 
Both the foregoing conditions have interesting reformulations. 
LEMMA 2.2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) 2, is absolutely monotone, 
(2) (la-bll,<(lu+bll, u,bES+. 
Proof: (1) * (2). Assume -x < y (x implies (] y]] < ]]x(]. Therefore if 
u,bES’+ andx==u+b,y=u-bonededucesthat]]u-b]]<]]u+b]]. 
(2) 3 (1) Assume -y<x(y and set u=(x+y)/2, and b= 
(y-x)/2. It follows that u,bE9+ and hence ilxll=Ilu-bll~Ilu+bll= 
II Y II* 
The reformulation of the domination condition goes in the converse 
direction. 
LEMMA 2.3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
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(1) Sl is absolutely dominated. 
(2) Given b E 9 and E > 0 there is an a E 9 with (Ia () < (1 + E) ]] bl( 
-a<b<a. 
(3) Given E > 0 and a, b E 9, there exist a’, b’ E 9, such that 
a - b = a’ - b’ and (1 a’ + b’ 1) < (1 + E) 11 a’ - b’ 11. 
ProoJ (1) + (2) Set b’ = b/l\ 611 (1 + E); then by condition (1) there 
exists an a’ with ]\a’\] < 1 and -a’ < b’ < a’. Hence if a = a’ (Ib(l (1 + E) we 
have -a < b&a and ]]a]] < (1 + a) ((b(J. 
(213 (1) If Ilbll < 1 and E is suffkiently small, then ](a(] < 
(1 + 6) llbll < 1. 
(l)*(3) Sety=a-bandy’=y/](y]((lts).Nowthereexistsanx 
with 1(x’]] < 1 and -x’ < y’ <x’. Hence setting x = x’ (I y(] (1 t E) we have 
Ilxll<(l +~)lIyll and -X<Y<X. Therefore defining a’ = (x + y)/2, 
b’ = (x - y)/2, we have a’, b’ E 9+, y = a’ - b’, and 
((a’tb’ll<(l tE)lla’--6’11. 
(3) + (2) Set y = a - b and choose a’ - b’ to satisfy condition (3). 
Next set x = a’ + 6’ and note that -x < y < x and JJxJJ < (1 t E) 1) y ]I. Thus 
condition (2) is valid. 
Absolute domination of the unit ball 2, can be characterized in a similar 
fashion. 
LEMMA 2.4. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) sl is absolutely dominated, i.e., if (I b(l < 1 there is an a with 
JlaJI < 1 and -a < b < a. 
(2) Given b there is an a with (la )I Q I( bl( and -a < b < a. 
(3) Given a,bE9+ there exist a’,b’E9+ with a--=a’-b’ and 
(la’ + b’ll < Ila’ -b/II. 
We can now relate the monotonicity and domination to a notion of 
orthogonality introduced in a previous paper 191. This indicates a different 
aspect of the Riesz norm. 
DEFINITION 2.5. The positive cone 9, of an ordered Banach space 
(9,9+, ]I . I]) is defined to be orthogonally generating if every a E 58 admits 
a decomposition a = b - c with b, c E 9, and 
Ilb + 41 = Ilb - 41. 
Lemmas 2.2-2.4 now establish the following relation between the notions 
of orthogonal generation, absolute monotonicity, and order domination: 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. If 2, is absolutely monotone and absolutely 
dominated, then S’+ is orthogonally generating. 
Proof First, if a E 9, such that -b < a ,< b because of absolute 
domination. But then a = b- (b -a) with b, b-aEA?+. Thus 9, is 
generating. 
Second, if a E .9 has any decomposition a = b - c with b, c E 9+, then 
the absolute monotonicity of %g, implies that 
lib - cl1 S lib + cll, 
by Lemma 2.2. But the absolute domination of 2r implies that b, c, can be 
chosen such that 
Ilb + cl1 S Ilb - cl, 
by Lemma 2.4. Therefore with this choice I/b + c(( = j/b - c/I and hence A?+ 
is orthogonally generating. 
Next we introduce an alternative concept of orthogonality which is more 
suitable for comparison with the Riesz norm concept. 
DEFINITION 2.7. The positive cone 9, of an ordered Banach space 
(3,9+ ,)I. 11) is defined to be weakly orthogonally generating if every a E 9 
admits a decomposition a = b - c with b, c E 9, and 
IJalJ=inf{llb+cll;a=b-c,b,cEZS+). 
The first principal result is 
THEOREM 2.8. Let (9, A?+, 11. 11) b e an ordered Banach space. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) I[.(( is a Riesz norm, 
(2) 9+ is weakly orthogonally generating, 
(3) A+‘+ is generating and 
Proof: (l)=+(2) IfaE9, there is a bE9, such that -b<a<b by 
absolute domination. Thus a = b - (b - a) with b, b - a E 9,) i.e., 9, is 
generating. But if a = b - c with b, c E 9,) then 
IMI = IP - cll S Ilb + cll, 
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by Lemma 2.2. Nevertheless given E > 0 there is a choice of b, c, such that 
II b + 41 < (1 + ~1 Ila IL 
by Lemma 2.3. Therefore 
and 59, is weakly orthogonally generating. 
(2) =S (1) The weak orthogonal generation means that for each decom- 
position a = b - c with b, c E 9+ one has 
II4 =Ilb-41 G Ilbf cl/, 
and for each E > 0 there is a decomposition such that 
Ilb + 41 < (1 + ~1 Ilb - 4. 
Hence )( -1) is a Riesz norm by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3. 
(2) o (3) Assume 9, is generating and consider 
P,=inf{l>,O;-~u~a~lu,uE9,n~+} 
Q, = inf{ll b + cl\; a = b - c, b, c E 5!7+ }. 
If a=b-c with b,cEA?+, then -Au<a<lu with A=llb + c(I and 
u = (b + c)/ll b -I- c(I E 9, n 9, . Therefore P, < Q,. Conversely, if -Au < 
a<Au with uEziY,n,9+, then a = b - c with a = (Au + a)/2 E 9, and 
c = (nu - a)/2 E 9,. Moreover, II b + cl] = A. Therefore Q, <P, and one 
must have P, = Q,. Consequently, conditions (2) and (3) are equivalent. 
Next we combine the foregoing results with some well-established uality 
properties. 
THEOREM 2.9. Let (9,9+, I/. 11) be an ordered Banach space, 
(9, 9’:) II.II) the dual space, and the dual cone. The following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) The norm on 9 is a Riesz norm. 
(2) .9+ is weakly orthogonally generating. 
(3) The norm on 9* is a Riesz norm. 
(4) S’T is weakly orthogonally generating. 
Moreover, these conditions imply that 9: is orthogonally generating. 
5R0/51/3-2 
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Conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent by Theorem 2.8. Similarly 
conditions (3) and (4) are equivalent. But conditions (1) and (3) are also 
equivalent by a theorem of Davies [lo], which is described in detail in Wong 
and Ng [7], and Asimov and Ellis 161. Furthermore, it follows from the 
version of Davis’ theorem [7] that condition (3) is equivalent o the closed 
unit ball ,%‘F of the dual being both absolutely monotone and absolutely 
dominated. Therefore LD +* is orthogonally generating by Proposition 2.6. 
In fact, more information can be extracted from (6, 7, lo]. Consider the 
following conditions: 
(1) Absolute monotonicity of 2,. 
(2) Absolute domination of 9,. 
(1 *) Absolute monotonicity of 2’:. 
(2*) Absolute domination of 5%‘:. 
(2’*) Absolute domination of 59:. 
Then (1) o (2*) o (2’ *) and (2) o (I*). Thus the self-dual property of the 
Riesz norm is given by (1) + (2) o (1 *) + (2”). Note that (2’ *) obviously 
implies (2*) but the converse implication is established by exploiting the 
weak * compactness of 2:. 
One useful corollary of the foregoing duality properties is the following: A 
norm on an ordered Banach space is a Riesz norm if and only if it is 
absolutely monotone and the corresponding dual norm is absolutely 
monotone. This statement follows from Definition 2.1 and the equivalence of 
conditions (1 *) and (2). 
3. POSITIVE SEMIGROUPS 
A CO-semigroup is a family S= {S,},>, of linear operators on a Banach 
space (9, ](. I]) with the properties 
(1) ssst=ss+[,s t>o, 
(2) s, =I, 
(3) lim,,, II S,a - all = 0, 
where Z is the identity operator. If in addition one has 
then S is a C,-contraction semigroup. The generator H of S is defined by 
Ha = l,iy (Z - S,) a/l 
-v 
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with the domain D(H) of H consisting of all those a for which the strong 
limit exists. It follows that H is norm-closed, norm-densely defined. 
The Hille-Yosida theorem (see, for example, [3, Chap. 31) establishes that 
a linear operator H generates a C,-contraction semigroup if and only if H is 
norm-closed, norm-densely defined and satisfies both the range condition 
R(Z+aH)=.B 
and the dissipativity condition 
for small a > 0. 
Theorem 3.1 gives a direct analog for positive C,-semigroups, i.e., C,- 
semigroups S on an ordered Banach space (9,9+, II.II) with the additional 
property S9, c 9,. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let H be a linear operator on the ordered Banach space 
(5??,9+, II .\I) and let N denote the canonical half-norm associated with .8+ 
Assume 11.1) is a Riesz norm. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) H generates a C,semigroup S of positive contractions, 
(2) H is norm-densely defined, norm-closed, and satisfies both the 
range condition 
R(Z+ aH)=9 
and the dissipativity condition 
NttZ t aH) a) 2 N(a), a E WH), 
for all small a > 0. 
The proof relies upon two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let (9,59+, )I. 11) b e an ordered Banach space and A a 
bounded operator on 9’. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A is positive, 
(2) NW) < (IA II N(a), a E 9, 
where N is the canonical half-norm associated with 9,. 
Remark. For Lemma 3.2 the Riesz norm property is superfluous. 
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ProoJ (1) * (2) By definition 
where the first inequality uses the positivity ofA. 
(2) j (1) We have a E 9, if and only if N(--a) = 0. But this implies 
N(-Au) = 0, by condition (2), which is equivalent to Au E 9+. Thus A is 
positive. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (9,9+, (1.11) be an ordered Bunuch space with a Riesz 
norm and A a positive bounded operator on 9. 
It follows that 
IIA II = SUP{IIAUI(; a E 2, n 9, }. 
Proof Define 
(IA I(+ = Sup{llAall; u E 9, n9,\; 
then clearly ](A (I+ < J/A 1). Next observe that given a E 9 and E > 0 we can 
choose 6, c E9+ such that u=b-c and )16+clj<(l +e)Ilul(, by 
Lemma 2.3. But 
lIAul( = I(Ab - Acll ( l(Ab + AclJ 
by Lemma 2.2 and hence 
IIAall G IIA II + II b + 41 G IIA II+ (1 + ~1 Ilall. 
This implies that 1) A )I < I( A I( + and consequently we have equality. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (1) 3 (2) All properties except the N- 
dissipativity are standard consequences of semigroup theory. To prove N- 
dissipativity we remark that positivity and contractivity of S implies 
positivity and contractivity of the resolvents (Z + c&Z-‘. But then 
N((I + aH) - 1 b) < N(b) 
for all b E 9 by Lemma 3.2. The ZV-dissipativity follows by setting 
b= (Z+aH)u. 
(2) 3 (1) Since the Riesz norm is monotonic the cone 9+ is normal 
and (1. (( is equivalent to the order-norm 
II a IIN = W) v N--a). 
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But iV-dissipativity implies that 
and hence H is the generator of a C,-semigroup S of ]I. JIN- contractions. 
Moreover, S is determined by the ]I . ]I,,,-contractions (Z+ aH)-’ through the 
relation 
for all a E 9 (see, for example, 131). Therefore 
by N-dissipativity. Hence S is positive by Lemma 3.2. 
It now follows from Lemma 3.3 that 
If, however, a E 9,) then N(a) = ]]a]] because the norm is monotonic [S] 
and also N(a) = (1 aIIN b ecause N(-a) = 0. Therefore since S is positive 
IlSfll = suP{l/S,oll.V; ~E~+,ll~ll,~ 11 =I/~,l/,< 1. 
Thus S is )I e I]-contractive. 
Next we examine weak*-continuous contraction semigroups. 
Assume that the Banach space (9,]). I]) is the dual of a Banach space 
(9?*, ]I. Ii), the preduul. A C,*-semigroup is defined by properties (1) and (2) 
of a C,-semigroup but the continuity condition (3) is replaced by 
(3,) lim t+Lt-(s,a> =f@), a E 9J-E 2* 
and a +J’(S,u) is weak*-continuous for all t > 0, fE 59*. 
Again we can define the generator H of S as the derivative of S but now we 
must use weak*-limits, i.e., 
f(Hu) = !i:S((Z - S,) u)/t 
* 
for a~.-% and fE9*. There is a corresponding C,*-version of the 
Hille-Yosida theorem [3, Theorem 3.1. lo], and the next result is a C,*- 
version of Theorem 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let H be a linear operator on the ordered Bunuch space 
(.9, ,.9+ , I( .[I) with a Riesz nor;.t. Furthermore, assume that (2?,2?+ , I( .I\) is 
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the dual of an ordered Banach space (.%*, 3?* + , I(. II). Let N denote the 
canonical half-norm associated with 9,. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) H generates a C,*-semigroup S of positive contractions, 
(2) H is weak*-densely defined, weak*-weak*-closed and satisfies 
both the range condition 
R(I+aH)=<B 
and the dissipativity condition 
WV + aWf > 2 Nf 1, f E D(H), 
for all small a > 0. 
Proof. (1) =? (2) The only property which is nonstandard is the N- 
dissipativity. But this follows by combining the discussion of the resolvent of 
the generator H given in (3, Proposition 3.1.61 with the argument used to 
prove N-dissipativity in Theorem 3.1. 
(2) 3 (1) We follow the argument used to prove the weak*- 
continuous version of the Hille-Yosida theorem [3, Theorem 3.1. lo]. 
First, condition (2) implies that (It aH)-’ is a bounded, weak*- 
continuous, operator on 9 with 
WV t aH)-‘f > < Nf 1, 
for all f E 3. It follows that (Z + aH)-’ is positive, by Lemma 3.3. 
Second we remark that each positive bounded weak*-continuous operator 
A on A? is the adjoint of a positive bounded norm-closed operator A, on .@* 
with (]A ]( = llA*I), by [3, Lemma 3.1.91. But the canonical half-norm on A?* 
is given by 
N(a) = supif (a);f > 0, Ilf II < I}= sw{f (ahf > 0, NJ) < 1 I. 
The first identification follows from [8, Theorem 41 and the second follows 
from [8, Theorem 21 because the norm on 9 is monotonic. Thus if 
NAf) S Nf > (*I 
we estimate that 
N(A,a)=sup((Af)(a);f~OO,N(f)~ 11 
Ssw{g(a);g>O,Ng)> 11 =W) 
by simply setting g = Af and remarking that g > 0, because A is positive, and 
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N(g) < N(f), because of (*). Hence applying this estimate to (I+ c&-i we 
have 
N((Z + aH*) -l a) Q N(a) 
for all a E 9, where H, is the norm-densely defined, norm-closed, adjoint of 
H on A?*. 
Finally it follows from Theorem 2.9 that the norm on A?* is a Riesz norm 
and hence, by the proof of Theorem 3.1, the dual H, generates a C,- 
semigroup S* of positive contractions on B* . If S denotes the dual (adjoint) 
group on 9, then S is weak*-continuous, positive, (1 .#contractive, and it 
follows by the argument used to complete the proof of [3, Theorem 3.1. lo] 
that H is the generator of S. 
Finally we turn to general, noncontractive, semigroups. If S is a C,- or 
C$-semigroup, then it follows that there exist M > 1 and w 2 0 such that 
for all t > 0 (see, for example, [ 31). The Feller-Miyadera-Phillips theorem 
then states that a linear operator H generates a C,-semigroup with these 
bounds if and only if H is norm-closed, norm-densely defined, and satisfies 
both the range condition 
R(Z+ uH)=9 
and the dissipativity conditions 
llV+ aW” aI1 > (1 -am)” IlalllM aED( n> 1, 
for all small a > 0. There is also a C,*-analog of this theorem and our final 
results are versions of these results for positive semigroups. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let H be a linear operator on the ordered Banach space 
(S, 9, ,I1 .I[) and let N denote the canonical half-norm associated with 5?, . 
Assume II - 11 is a Riesz norm. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) H generates a positive CO-semigroup with the bounds 
II S,II < Me”‘, t > 0. 
(2) H is norm-densely defmed, norm closed, and satisfies 
R(Z + aH) = 9, 
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and 
N((2 + aH)” a) > (1 - a~)” N(a)/M 
for all a E D(H”) and n > 1, for all small a > 0. 
Proox (1) + (2.) All properties except the dissipativity conditions 
follow from the Feller-Miyadera-Phillips theorem. To establish the N- 
dissipativity we first remark that 
N(S,a) < Me”‘N(a) 




Jmdl (nfyi), e-‘S,,a) 
0 
N _ 1 
,< I 
mdt ’ 
(n - l)! 
e-‘N(Sata) 
0 
=M(l -au)-” N(a). 
(2) z- (1) Again we introduce the equivalent norm (( ’ (IN by 
II 4lN = NW V N-4 
and deduce from the Feller-Miyadera-Phillips theorem that H generates a 
Co-semigroup S satisfying the bounds 
Then we prove, as in Theorem 3.1, that S is positive. Finally we use 
Lemma 3.2 and the fact that the norms 11. II,,, and jl.11 coincide on positive 
elements to deduce that 
We can also deduce the C,*-version of Theorem 3.5 by the same duality 
argument used to deduce Theorem 3.4 from 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let H be a linear operator on the ordered Banach space 
(.9, S’+ , /I. 11) with a Riesz norm. Assume that (9,9+, 11. II) is the dual of an 
ordered Banach space (9*, 9.+ + , (1. II) and let N denote the canonical haF 
norm associated with 9,. 
The following conditions are equivalent: 
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(1) H generates a positive C$-semigroup with the bounds 
II S,ll < Mew’, t>o. 
(2) H is a weak*-denseiy defined, weak*-weak*-closed and satisfies 
R(Z+ aH)=9 
and 
N((Z -t aH)” a) 2 (1 - ao)” N(a)/M 
for all a E D(W) and n > I, for all small a > 0. 
APPENDIX 
We examine two questions concerning Riesz normed spaces which are not 
directly related to the main content of the paper but are nonetheless of some 
interest. First, we consider the problem of existence of a Riesz norm then we 
discuss the Jordan decomposition for Riesz normed spaces. 
The question of existence of an equivalent Riesz norm is particularly easy 
if (3,3+ ,I/ *iI) has an identity. In fact, we have a certain uniqueness. 
An element e of the ordered Banach space (39,3+, jj -11) is defined to be 
an identity if it is maximal with respect o the order induced by 9, in the 
unit ball. It follows automatically that e is an interior element of 9, and we 
could define an element e to be an identity if 
{a; ((a - el( < 11 E 3+. 
The equivalence of these two definitions is established in [ I1 I. 
THEOREM A. 1. Let (9,59+, 11% 11) be an ordered Banach space with 
int 9, f (0). Zf e E int 9+ there is a unique Riesr norm )) . )Je on .B with 
respect to which e is an identit-v. Specifically, 
Proof. Since e E int 3, the norm 11. jle is defined for all a E .9. 
Moreover, 1) eJj, = 1 and if IIu(j, < 1, then u < (1 + E) e for all E > 0 by 
definition of (1. (le. But then u < e and e is maximal in the unit ball L%$ of 9 
equipped with norm ]I. )I,, i.e., e is an identity for (3,jj . !I,). 
Next we remark that if -a < b < a and 4e < a < le, then 4.e < b < le 
and hence \Ibl\, < \la\le. M oreover, if ))b)J, < 1 and E > 0, then setting 
a=el(b((,(l+e) we have -a<b<a and Jla\l,<l(Ib(l,(l+&). But for E 
sufficiently small (I a Ije < 1. Hence jj . jle is a Riesz norm. 
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Conversely, assume that (1. (( ’ is a Riesz norm for which e is an identity, . 
i.e., we have u <e for all u E <g;, the unit ball of (9,/I. II’). Then if 
-4e < a < Le we have /la/l’ < /, by absolute monotonicity. Moreover, if 
-;lu<a,<lv for u,vE9; we have -Ae<a<Ae because u<e and u<e. 
Finally a = [/a[[’ u with u = a/[/a 11’ E ,@i. Combining these observations 
gives 
/[a(1 < inf{lE > 0; 4e < a < ne) 
This identifies /( .I(’ with (1 .(le and simultaneously shows that (1. (le is the order 
norm associated with (9,~8+, I(. II,), i.e., 
II a IL = Na) ” W-a), 
where N is the canonical half-norm associated with (~3,9+, 1) . II,). 
Remark. If e E int 3’+ the norm 1) .)le is defined for all a E 9 because 
{a;j(e--alI <e}c.9+ 
forsomee>O.Hencea=e-&/l(bl(E.%‘+ forall0<6<eandallbE.kP. 
Therefore +b < (11 b II/S) e ad II 41e G Wll/~). N evertheless 9 might not be 
complete with respect o 1) . lie. In fact, 9 is 11. /),-complete if and only if I/ .I) 
and I( . IJe are equivalent. This follows from the open mapping theorem and 
the fact that (1. )I d ominates (I . /le. But the norms (1. I( and 11. lie are equivalent if 
and only if a+ is normal with respect to (1. I(. Thus we have I(. lie- 
completeness if and only if 3+ is 11. (/-normal. 
Next we re-examine the question of existence and norm-uniqueness of the 
Jordan decomposition. This problem was studied for orthogonally generated 
spaces in [9] and Theorem A.2 provides an alternative version of the prin- 
cipal result of [9 1. 
THEOREM A.2. Let (9,9+, /I. II) b e an ordered Banach space. The 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) (laJJ=inf{~~O;-~u~a,<Iv,u,vE~,}, 
(2) II a II = N(a) ” N-a), 
where N is the canonical hay-norm associated with 9,, 
(3) every f E 9* has a Jordan decomposition, i.e., a decomposition 
f =f+ -f- WithJ; E 9: and Ilf II = IIf+ II + Ilf-II. 
Moreover, if 11. II is a Riesz norm, then each Jordan decomposition 
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f =f+ -f- is orthogonal, )( f+ +f- (1 = I( f+ -f- )I, and norm-unique, i.e., if 
f = g, -g- is a second such decomposition, then I( g, I( = I( f, II. 
Proof. (1) o (2) This follows because the canonical half-norm N has 
the representation 
N(a) = inf{l> 0; a < Au, u E LSl}. 
(2) o (3) This is the Grosberg-Krein theorem [9, Lemma 5). 
Now assume that I(. (( is a Riesz norm. Since ~5’+ is weakly orthogonally 
generating, by Theorem 2.9, we can for each E > 0 and a E 9 choose a 
decomposition a = a + - a _ with a,~9+ and ]]a+ -ta~(]~(l+~)(]a]]. 
Hence lla+llV Ila-ll<(l +~)llall and 
Ilf II < (1 + &w*(f) t N*(-f )) 
by 19, Lemma 41. Here we have introduced the conjugate half norm N* by 
N*(f)= sup{f(a); aE A?+ f-l.zzl/. 
But this is valid for all E > 0 and hence 
llfll < w*(f) + N*(-f ))* 
Norm-uniqueness now follows from the proof of [9, Lemma 61. Furthermore 
the first estimate in the proof of [ 9, Lemma 71 now gives 
]] f ]I < ]] f+ t f- I] (1 + E). But as this is again valid for all E > 0 we conclude 
that ((f I] < (If+ + f- (] and orthogonality follows as in [9]. 
Note that it follows from the argument which establishes norm-uniqueness 
that 
Ilf II = N*(f) + N*(-f) 
= WI1 gll + II hll; g >,A h > -f, g, h E *5+ 1 
= N(f) t N-f). 
But in general N*(f) ,< N(f) and hence we conclude that if the conditions 
of Theorem A.3 are satisfied and (1. (I is a Riesz norm, then N= N*. In 
particular this is the case if 9 has an identity e and (1. (I = ]( a ]le. 
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